BIO

Like some others, inspirational speaker and author, Taneshia Marshall
(professionally known as TMarshal), works to use tumultuous experiences
from the past as a catapult to achieve success in all areas.
Through years of physical, sexual and emotional abuse; placed in various
shelters and foster homes; living homeless at 17, TMarshal set out on a quest
to find her true purpose for being on this planet. Walking the path with other
professional speakers, TMarshal shares not only her story, but also educates
to inspire people to reach for their fullest potential. She believes anyone is
capable of living a desirable life and teaches how to change internally to
achieve outer excellence. Perseverance is for everyone and not just for a story
like hers. TMarshal’s fusion of real-life experiences and conversational
techniques connect with audiences at an intimate level.
TMarshal has worked with underserved youth and professionals for years.
She is an expert on “intrinsic re-conditioning” and her workshops continue to
spread positivity to organizations, academia, small businesses and
corporations.
The creator of many self-improvement systems, TMarshal’s penetrating advice on achieving
personal success has been shared with all walks of life around the globe.
Agencies such as The Children’s Center of Detroit, Fortune 100 company Johnson Controls and
conferences sponsored by the media publication Black Enterprise have partnered with Ms.
Marshall when looking for notable speakers.
"TMarshal does not speak to impress an audience. She speaks to connect with the
audience!"
- Les Brown (World Renowned Speaker and Mentor)
Prior to founding TLM Global ULTD and the Age Out Foundation, TMarshal, achieved an
impressive career with over a decade of experience with industry leaders in Energy and
Sustainability, Pharmaceuticals, Automotive and Consulting. After achieving a B.S. in
engineering and pursuits in graduate studies, TMarshal has held noteworthy positions and
highly regarded by her peers for her management and leadership skills. Utilizing these skills
have helped her deliver successful courses in retention, diversity, goal setting, project
management and leadership.
Contact Information:
Email: empower@tmarshal.com

